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Abstract: 

With rapidly decreasing feature sizes along “Moore’s law” and the associated 

increase in power density, heat dissipation is arguably the most important 

problem facing electronic chips today. The thermal conduction comprises multi-

stage challenges from devices into the substrate, and the propagation is further 

impeded by transistors and neighboring interconnects as principles break down 

at the length scale. In this talk, I will discuss the impact of interface orientations 

on the reflection of thermal energy carriers.  A combination of experiments and 

ab-initio simulations shows ballistic nature of phonon transport, which are further 

confined with limited line-of-sight. The second part of this talk will investigate the 

transmission of heat carriers across sidewall interfaces, which are a dominant 

areal fraction in highly scaled nanostructures, such as interconnects. The 

experiments discover a dissimilarity in the transmission of energy carriers 

depending on the orientation of interfaces relative to the principal plane. The last 

section of this presentation will introduce a concept of solid-state fin structures, 

which enhances thermal transport across interfaces, which is particularly 

important cryogenic computing systems. 
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